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Someone snatched his cousin's wife and son. FBI agent Luke Falcon is searching for a kidnapper

and sorting out the crime. He's afraid it's the work of a stalker. He's afraid they're already dead. And

he'll do anything required to get them back alive . . . but he didn't plan on falling in love with the only

witness.This stand-alone title is a repackage of what was previously known as True Courage, the

fourth book in the Uncommon Heroes series.
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A riveting tale with the plot twists and attention to detail for which Dee Henderson is so well known.

The the tale is realistic, and the emotions are genuine. The challenge is to trust God in the face of

seemingly impossible odds.I identify with Caroline and hope I would respond in the same way as

she did. Through books like this I gain the insight into how to handle seemingly impossible

situations. I am so glad that I serve a God who specializes in making the impossible possible.



I'd forgotten how much I loved the books in this series. I owned the book previously in paperback

under its previous name, but not on kindle yet & I've been slowly working on getting my favorites on

here (as well as new ones) & finally got around to completing this series. Dee Henderson is an

awesome author.

I loved this whole series. True Devotion, True Valor, True Honor and Kidnapped (True Courage).

Dee Henderson is a very talented writer. It was full of surprises and keeps you guessing and

wanting to find out who the kidnapper is. Great read! These books give you many reasons to love

and respect our Special Forces and FBI and all the other departments that keep us from harms way.

Love reading books that are a clean read and no unnecessary language or romance details. Must

read series!

I love the ending! So sweet! The story was wonderful, the chase intense, the anxiety real. Great

book. Thank you.

I loved this book - the first time around. But, would not have ordered it again if I had known that this

was a reprint of a book that I had already read. I feel that this was wrong to not show anywhere that

it was a reprint of another title until I received the book. I love Dee Henderson and was happy to see

that she had written another book, little did I know that she had not written another book, the title

was changed and it was reprinted. I do love Dee Henderson and hope she writes again!Thanks

I love Dee Henderson books, but ordering it I did not realize that it was originally titled "True

Courage" and I already had it. I don't like it when they do this to unsuspecting customers.

I loved the prayers and private thoughts of the main characters woven into the story. A great read

from beginning to end.

Good, entertaining read. What I've come to expect from Dee Henderson.
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